An ethological model for the study of activation and interaction of pain, memory and defensive systems in the attacked mouse. Role of endogenous opioids.
The present work reviews neurochemical, physiological and behavioral data recorded from the attacked mouse and integrates them into a model of coping mechanisms during social conflict. More specifically, the possible relationships between systems of pain, memory and defense are presented, with special emphasis on the role of endogenous opioid peptides (EOPs). In recipients of attack, decreased beta-endorphin-like immunoreactivity and changes in opiate and benzodiazepine binding characteristics are found in structures of the brain defensive system. EOPs mediate the social conflict-induced increase of dopamine synthesis in the periaqueductal grey and frontal cortex. Social conflict analgesia in attacked mice is under the control of central opioid and nonopioid (e.g., benzodiazepine, glutamate) mechanisms, and is modified by experience (e.g., long-term analgesic reaction; tolerance). EOPs and pain-inhibitory mechanisms participate in the organization of behavioral defense, recuperative behavior and the memory of attack experience. The data are considered in relation to the perceptual-defensive-recuperative model of fear and pain, forwarded by Bolles and Fanselow.